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Bidenova CIA odpovědná za brazilské nepokoje
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Ústřední zpravodajská služba Bidenova režimu je zodpovědná za

podněcování protestů, které otřásly Brazílií v důsledku sporných

voleb mezi úřadujícím konzervativním Jairem Bolsonarem a jeho

oponentem, liberálním levičákem Luizem Ináciem Lulou da Silvou,

který z nich vyšel jako vítěz. Údajní příznivci Bolsonara zaútočili v

neděli na Kongres, Nejvyšší soud a prezidentský palác a protestovali
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proti tomu, co považovali za zkreslené volby. Demonstranti obcházeli

bezpečnostní zátarasy, lezli na střechy, rozbíjeli okna a vtrhli do

všech tří budov, o kterých se věřilo, že byly o víkendu z velké části

prázdné. Někteří z demonstrantů vyzvali k vojenské intervenci, která

by buď obnovila Bolsonaro k moci, nebo sesadila Lulu z

prezidentského úřadu.

Lula na tiskové konferenci obvinil Bolsonara, že využívá své

„fašistické fanatiky“ k destabilizaci vlády.

Zní povědomě?

White Hats v americkém armádním kybernetickém velitelství, Fort

Gordon, řekl Real Raw News, že zločinecká CIA vložila do Brazílie

před volby „stovky majetku“ s úmyslem rozsévat neshody mezi

konzervativními voliči v zemi. Mezi jejich cíle patřilo podnícení

nedůvěry v brazilský volební proces a přesvědčení světa, že nesmělý

Bolsonaro uprchl z Brazílie, aby se ukryl na floridském panství Mar-

a-Lago prezidenta Donalda J. Trumpa, což je tvrzení, které tamní

zdroje vyvrátily.

Náš zdroj řekl, že Cyber   Command začalo zachycovat žvásty CIA

měsíce před volbami. Vysoce postavení pracovníci CIA diskutovali o

vyslání agentů-provokatérů do Brazílie, než Lula porazil Bolsonara,

což naznačuje, že agentura postrádala předběžnou znalost výsledku.

Agentura nicméně posílila svou přítomnost v Brazílii – což byla

nákladná operace – v očekávání Bolsonarovy porážky. Agenti, řekl

náš zdroj, měli za úkol proniknout do brazilské konzervativní

základny, aby „pohnuli hovno“, aby přesvědčili lidi, že pokud

Bolsonaro prohrál, Luna mu cestu k vítězství musela podvést.

„Podle toho, co víme, CIA vyslala do Brazílie 500 agentů. Abych byl

upřímný, nevíme, zda byly volby zmanipulované, a to nás nezajímá.

Co víme, je, že kdyby Bolsonaro prohrál, CIA měla velký zájem na

vytvoření akce ve stylu 6. ledna v Brazílii a tangenciálním propojení s

prezidentem Trumpem,“ uvedl náš zdroj.
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Krátce poté, co se Lula prohlásil za vítěze a Bolsonaro řekl, že

přeskočí inauguraci svého protivníka, začala CIA krmit

dezinformacemi své spoluspiklence z MSM, když tvrdila, že bojácný

Bolsonaro chytil první let na Floridu, aby se spřátelil s prezidentem

Trumpem. Také řekli, že se skrývá někde v Orlandu.

„CIA na odkaz Bidena chce, aby MSM věřilo, že Trump a Bolsonaro

spolupracovali na vzpouře v Brazílii. Cílem CIA není znovu

nainstalovat Bolsonara – falešná administrativa ho nenávidí – ale

dále pomlouvat prezidenta Trumpa naznačováním, že se vměšuje do

zahraničních věcí. Tak zoufalý je Deep State dostat Trumpa z obrazu.

Nezastaví se před ničím,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Bez ohledu na to, kde se Bolsonaro nachází, demokraté v neděli

vyzvali Josepha Bidena, aby ho vydal zpět do Brazílie k soudu za

„podněcování k povstání“. Biden reagoval tím, že označil Bolsonara

za nepřítele demokracie a řekl, že se těší na spolupráci s novou

brazilskou progresivní vládou.

(Návštíveno 46 783krát, dnes 1 149 návštěv)

 

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 41 minutes ago by Delavic

And you’re another disgusting and vulgar person who talks to women

with contempt. You should be banned from this site. You can’t hold a

decent conversation without being vulgar.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Jan, “Julie” is actually the troll turd a/k/a W0zz, Ll0yd, Bi11

Kaulfie1d, J Bi11 etc so pay it no heed. We all know that Gaetz, MTG

and others didn’t fold, but instead hammered McCarthy into

agreeing in writing, to several necessary concessions to break up the

uni-party in DC. I had personally labeled them the elite party back in

2020 when I observed the Bush family endorse FJB over Trump.

That’s when I realized that all along I had been misled. I used to

think there were 2 parties; Republican and Democrat. Then I learned

that the parties are: Conservative (mostly R voters), Liberal (mostly

D voters) and Elite (nearly all politicians in DC, their lawyers, top

people in charge of the alphabet agencies, and many state governors,

etc). Unfortunately it’s been the elite party running things for several

decades and it took the emergence of a non-politician Trump getting

elected POTUS to expose the lawyer-infested Elite party.

CORRECT!!!!!

 
Not only hammered him but never voted for him either – Listen to

roll call – they said, “PRESENT”……

Like I’ve said before, McCarthy was DS; I said ‘was’ because I believe

he’s been dealt with already. THIS IS A CLONE OF HIM! KM has

never been that thin and furthermore has never sounded like that

when speaking (sort of like a high pitched voice – hell, ‘he’ may be a

‘she’ now). Him and nancy are cut from the same cloth – her evil just

oozes out of her for public display, his is done sneakily under the

guise of a ‘concerned’ republican.

 
Trump hasn’t forgot that he checked the box to certify the 2020

election – so it begs the question Why did Trump endorse him? You

keep your enemies close. This KM is a puppet to get those

concessions for We the People, that’s all. #imho

@Sismj people do lose weight. I’ve seen more than that weight loss

on a lot of people.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Sandy Thomas
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Heavy stress can make this RINO lose weight when he’s been found

out with insider trading earning $1M per month. He knows where he

is REALLY headed to.

Or double. Diane Marshall has an interesting article on “who is this?”

McCarthy of course being the subject.

https://diannemarshallreport.com/wheres-the-show-going-from-

here/

Ditto. We can’t know Trump’s plan but we can see progress so let’s

watch & wait. We can’t give up on Pres Trump unless he gives up on

us. He has never broken a single promise, yet and has sacrificed so

much for us, already BUT still in the fight! They’re terrified of Trump

for a reason.Their rabid hatred of him proves which side he’s on.

Enough said.

I am repeating what you just said Ruby, it was powerful and oh so

true….. “We can’t give up on Pres Trump unless he gives up on us. He

has never broken a single promise, yet and has sacrificed so much for

us, already BUT still in the fight! They’re terrified of Trump for a

reason.Their rabid hatred of him proves which side he’s on.”

They allowed him to win by voting Present, because that lowers the

threshold McCarthy needed to reach to get a majority. If they had

continued to vote for Jordan or any other specific person McCarthy

would still never have a majority. They absolutely folded.

Supposedly in writing with a signature, to ensure he would follow

through and could be d account.

Now lets see if those promises are kept by the “phony” McCarthy.

Unless Trump is pulling his strings, of course.

They are not just promises, it is ALL in Writing . DJT is pulling

something, strings? Not sure about that.

https://diannemarshallreport.com/wheres-the-show-going-from-here/
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MGT/He and McCarthy boofooed each other, they are joined Ntus –

to -butts , they consummated their ” deal “, IT’S OVER, the others got

McCarthy pinned down in writing. once again , IT’S over, so lets

move on because there is tons of shit to shovel.NEXT!

Even more disgusting than that is the fact that these so-called “elites”

are actually the biggest patsies of them all~ willing paid puppets of

foreign interests & centuries old, inbred “bloodline” family cabals

who wish America destroyed. This “elite party” you speak of is

nothing but a pathetic circus sideshow of compromised, treasonous

shit-for-brains who never had what it takes to achieve real &

meaningful success on their own. Most are either drunk, high, on

heavy meds, porn addicted, etc ~ easier to control that way. This goes

for supposed politicians, judges, LE, media, actors, CEO’s, etc~ an

interwoven web of filth & abject weakness. There’s nothing “elite”

about these pukes, in fact, I think they should be referred to as the

‘de-letes’~ considering that’s our aim~mmm, buh-bye.

 
Their numbers are not that large, though they project otherwise-

pufferfish style- via controlled outlets & massive propaganda

campaigns (think Smith-Mundt Act). Only one or two in any given

key position is necessary for their diabolical plan. From there, they

recruit the lazy & low-hanging fruit from within AND without- using

many of the same tactics they succumbed to- in securing plenty of

disposable/replaceable flunkies to do their bidding.

 
Cutting off the multiple heads of the snake must include the funding

that goes with them. Sadly, where there is enough money, there will

always be a steady supply of humans who choose wrong over what’s

right, & ultimately against their own people & country.

 
Lasting examples must be made~ no exceptions. #Ephesians5:11

Bravo ! These are my thoughts exactly , nothing ” elite ” about these

sick demented brain damaged bottom feeders . There is only one ”

Elite ” in my book. and He is our Creator >
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GREAT POST and COMMENT, ” deletes is so apropos for the self

proclaimed elites. Most of those “deletes ” are jews, zionist satanist

jews, the self proclaimed ” chosen ” , Piling on bs upon more bs.

Israel is given , appropriated 3.5 BILLION DOLLARS of US

TAXPAYERS MONEY every year, most years the Israelis are given

even more, but understand, the Israelis, jews buy and own EVERY

MEMBER OF THE US CONGRESS WITH THAT 3.5 BILLION US

DOLLARS OF TAX PAYERS MONEY , This is how the Israeli’s and

zionist satanist jews buy the US CONGRESS AND INFLUENCE

EVERY YEAR, with US CITIZEN’S money. It is just another jew

trick. And yet American’s keep wondering how does this happen?

DUH!

I think the “elite” part comes from them thinking they are elite–

thinking they are like God Almighty

It was all 5D Trump Chess.

 
By now all of ’em must know McCarthy is wearing an ankle bracelet.

 
.

 
When McCarthy is on his way to Gitmo…Trump is Speaker?

It all must end as it was the CORPORATION

 
Now, very soon we start the real Republican Government under

Nesara Law

The final death of the Corporation ended at 12:00 midnight on

12/31/2022. The Republic of the United States officially began at

12:01 am on 1/01/2023. Nesara started on 12/15/2022 but has not

been officially announced. Some Nesara items are already

happening. I believe the Jan 6 committee was all White Hats show as

was the recent Speaker vote. Most all of DC has been cleaned

out/arrested or worse including Congress and the Supreme Court.

Something will happen to cause Martial Law to be announced.

Trump was officially reinstated on Jan 1 but not announced.
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McCarthy is wearing an ankle bracelet? How do you know that?

Mind you, I would love to know that he is going to Gitmo but how do

you know he’s wearing an ankle bracelet?

Your theory about party division is on the right track,but you needed

to go a bit further.Party affiliation is just a game and the elites know

it.

 
That’s why I vote as an independent. The party game goes along with

their thinking. Having a party label means most party members vote

their party without really realizing that for the most part,the affiliates

are on the same team…..and it’s always against the common man.

By the looks of the pics taken of the two of them MTG surely did

“hammer” McCarthy …but not the way you’re thinkin’. Who knows,

maybe she’s an updated version of the Pamela Harriman type

courtesan.

Plus- for those who were asleep, loyal to either party, the real

Uniparty was exposed. We now know just how much we’ve been

deceived by those we elected to serve us in Congress! God bless those

who stood up and fought the elite establishment to resurrect ‘the

People’s House’ into the functioning body it was created to be. We

still have lotsa work to do but this is the beginning of the restoration

of the Republic of the United States of America. Hallelujah! God

bless our brave patriots. Amen

That happen to me too while the spammer gets posted. Anyway the

supreme court denied the petition in the Brunson case today

according to the website.

Don’t believe what? That the court denied the petition? I didn’t make

it up … it’s on the website. If you don’t believe what the supreme

court site states that fine with me.

The Military would be the Only way to Right these wrongs.

 
How, when and the why they end up on the streets would be up for

discussion.
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The One’s doing the wrongs are and have been setting up, infiltrating

the areas of, and wrongfully, unlawfully surveilling their targeted

Opponents, Americans who would Fight Back against them, for quite

a few decades now.

Military is the only way because all Court Systems work for the

Corporation is my take on things so it will be the Good Patriots of the

Military that will fix this in the end as Q told us from the beginning!

You could take into account that, since 1906 when Jane Stanford was

murdered so that they could install globalist David Starr Jordan to

replace Jane Stanford.

They did that so that the could institute the eugenics initiative where

they trained Hitler so that he could make his own eugenics program

in Germany.

The cabal has been gaining control, since then, of every government

on the planet that is connected to the banking system. Also we’re in

the 9th year since the public became aware of a 20 year plan to

recruit a President to quarterback the recovery of the control of

government back in the hands of citizens.

Trump was recruited to push the initiative but Q team is in the core

of Military Intelligence & are the only division of the entire US

government that has not been corrupted. They got the plan from God

through super-computer (exhaustive) analysis of gematria.

They found that God had designed a plan that is hidden in ancient

scripture for the recovery of our republic. Biblical gematria is the

most prophetic part of scripture – though all of it IS prophetic. The

plan was revealed to them from God himself & they admit it – though

in a rather obscure manner – because the very idea of getting a

revelation of the possible futures (from bible gematria number

crunching) & the path to the future that that guarantees success.
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So first: 2 years is nothing compared to the size of the job – which

has taken 28 years so far since the planning began. (Steve Pieczenik

gave us most of the intel about what was to come. I personally believe

that he is one of the Q team members due to his lead role, as

architect, in taking down the Soviet Union. He’s been involved in

more espionage of foreign dictatorial countries than anyone else I’ve

ever encountered.

Tom Clancy – spy novelist based his hero characters (like Jack Ryan)

on Steve Pieczenick. If you read any of Tom Clancy’s novels with the

Jack Ryan character & you’re seeing actual operations he conducted

with the technology they used in those real operations & then they

fictionalize the story by changing names, locations, villains, but the

stories & the events are real.

Therefore do you still think 2 years is too long? Have you seen all the

stupid crimes they are pulling in plain site lately? They will be held

accountable even though they clearly think they will ultimately win –

they won’t because they can’t. They can’t because they, while being

clever at the higher levels, are not competent due to having to hire

people that are so corrupt that they never do anything according to

the law. Those sort of people never produce anything that helps

anyone. Their agenda is to destroy everything & everyone that they

can.

If you think 2 years is too long then you’re going to be feeling like

your world is caving in until the plan is finally completed. The

government can’t do anything that fast because it’s both too large, &

too corrupt to work properly. We’re fighting a war of ideas & we’re

winning because we both seek & spread winning ideas so that people

apply them & we win more.

The truth will always come out. But it takes as long as it takes. If you

want to speed it up – pray for those involved that they receive God’s

instruction & guidance how to overcome these evil forces faster. If

you wanted it all done in 2 years you should have been on your knees
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in prayer for 10 hours a day. But who is disciplined enough to pull

that off? Not many. But you can start any time you want if you would

like things to go faster.

You must be severely vaccine injured.

It hasn’t been two years it’s been over 6.

Secondly the main problem is the idea that you are gonna wake up 8

billions people by compulsively lying to them for 6 years.

The lies and secrecy is bs.

You should really rewatch the JFK speech about the repugnant

nature of military industrial complex secrecy..

I guess it’s ok now that the Cheeto man and his costume wearing

death hoaxing buddy say it’s ok.

 
Pathetic

If the people knew we are at war it would go much faster. The people

have a right to know.

None of us are privy to the timeline. Pray, keep fighting, have

patience & wait. Remember – NCSWIC.

It will be God that fixes it when He says it is time to, not when we

want, but His time schedule.

YOU ARE A FOOL. Keep your head buried in your book, and stay out

of this. This fight is not for you.

Well then the TRUSTED US Military better kick it in to HIGH GEAR

and start rolling with the TAKE DOWN and TAKE OUT of all of these

marxist communist zionist jew ASSHOLES and TRAITORS. They

can flush the SCOTUS down the toilet right fucking quick and the

henchmen must be VIOLENTLY CRUSHED using EXTREME

PREJUDICE. This has been slow -played by DJT and Berger , so

critical time and effort has already been wasted, If DJT thinks he is
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going to win and election ever again he is living in fucking Hollywood

pedo-land and suffering from severe delusions. He paled around with

these degenerates for far too long, they FUCKING EVIL LOWLIFES

THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN VORACIOUSLY VANQUISHED

FROM PLANET EARTH and ALL EXISTENCE A LONG FUCKING

TIME AGO. HUMANITY HAS HAD SUFFERED , NOW IS TIME TO

KILL THESE EVIL FUCKS, SCREW THE TRIBUNALS, THEY ARE

ENEMY COMBATANTS , KILL THEM RIGHT FUCKING NOW.

FIND THEM, KILL THEM!

The SCOUS case of 12/31/22 was released on the 6th.

 
All Congressmen that voted to except the 2020 election result on

1/6/21 have committed Treason.

 
Its very clear.

That’s what I saw at Rumor Mill … but at the supreme court website

dated today on the Brunson case “petition denied”. Go see for

yourself.

They voted against it going forward. See all the online reports such as

The Gateway Pundit.

You can’t adjudicate treason, etc. in a courtroom; only a military

tribunal can. Just like you can’t adjudicate criminal perpetrators in a

civil courtroom. The Military is the only way to go.

I ain’t gonna argue with that … the question is WHEN? When is the

military going to take public action … it’s been over two years now.

Not just the spammers get posted but also the people who use

obscene language and hateful rhetoric — they always get posted. Re

the Brunson case: did anyone think SCOTUS would rule in our favor?

All the stuff about what the White Hats are going to do if SCOTUS

rules as it did is just fantasy.
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I pretty much figured the court would deny the petition because of

what they did in 2020. The court is as corrupt as the illegitimate

congress.

GET OVER IT, cuss words and the rhetoric. IF YOU DO NOT LIKE

IT OR CAN HANDLE IT, DON’T go read something else, you are

NOT being FORCED

No, That guy is slick. Michael has tried to ban them all. Remember

what he said about VPNs?

I get blocked also. I don’t say anything racy, or nasty.

 
But I’m censored and removed – Of Course now they want me to

consider donating . Block me ,then ask for finical help .

 
And it payable to a 3rd part all together. Puzzling to say the least.

Same here, dozens of comments just lost. YT has an interactive

comment section with replies on the bell. Rumble sends them to your

email. I can only guess it’s not something meant to last here. It’s

more like RRN acts like a newspaper from back in the days.

Your name sounds familiar. Are you from Mascoutah? And how is

Julie WAY too (not to) vulgar? You’re a pearl clutcher and a prude.

I’d rather be vulgar.

FUCK YOU ,YOU ARE AN INBRED SISTER FUCKER EVEN

THOUGH YOUR SISTER IS YOUR AUNT FIGURE IT OUT

FUCKTARD

Um, just one incident of “pussies”. I am a tomboy & I say it quite a

bit these past couple yrs. Wow. you must be easily offended.

I said that months ago Jan. He’s definitely a man hiding behind a

woman’s name. He’s very vulgar. A woman wouldn’t talk like that!

What are we missing? The congress is illegitimate … the so called

white hats has so far done nothing publicly to stop it. The supreme

court denied the Brunson case according to the website. Are the so
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called white hats going to do anything about it? After THREE stolen

elections they have done NOTHING. Now what?

It’s past time for them to take action … since they have done nothing

publicly this makes them traitors to their oath.

The people have a RIGHT to know.

all the vaccine injured low iq tards here do is ” trust the plan”. Action

would involve someone being on the side of good. there is no one.

Not completely ….there is still millions of us with guns….many will

die on both sidees

When I read the SCOTUS Story at TGP, they did not mention what

justices ruled against the Brunson’s case , but showed the pictures of

Gorsuch , Kavanaugh and Barrett. If these three judges voted against

the Brunson’s case , they are ALL TRUMP appointees. SO WHAT

THE FUCK! If this is the reality, TRUMP sure know how to pick’em,

just like all the Deep State ASSHOLES , DJT surrounded himself

with, especially WILLIAM BARR. So are folks going to tell me this is

” part of the plan ” SERIOUSLY? From all that I have seen thus far

DJT IS FUCKING ,MAGA, the PATRIOTS , AMERICA FIRST , the

WHITE HATS , the ALLIANCE , the UNITED STATES of AMERICA,

the AMERICAN PEOPLE and GLOBAL HUMANITY. THIS IS ALL

THAT I HAVE WITNESSED THUS FAR. AGAIN WTF!

You’re doing fine linguistically, Julie. As to our layered reality, things

are not as they seem for the reason that the White Hats are trying to

awaken our powers of logical analysis (apriori) and the White Hats

are, simultaneously, buying time for a more complete capture of the

lowest tier of the Deep State and of the Deep State enablers.

wwg1wga

I agree. People are indeed brainwashed and far more indoctrinated

than originally believed. The swamp is deeper than we thought and

people have been weakened more than we thought. But I will use the
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ol’chess game analogy.

These two players

 
The player using black pieces is smart enough to see that he is inside

of an elaborate “check mate”

 
He can still make moves for several turns but he knows no matter

where he goes, there is no way out.

 
So he makes the moves that he can….buying as much time as he can

squeeze.

 
Hoping for a mistake.

 
Each time it gets dragged out

 
We take down a few more stupid pawns

 
But still in the end he knows

 
Nothing Can Stop What is Coming.

 
D5

Yeah, Gaetz was the only member of the entire House to vote for

Trump for Speaker, then he completely folded under pressure. Low

energy!

Go back & listen again – he never folded – Gaetz and others during

roll call said, “PRESENT”…

Yes he did. If Gaetz had continued voting for Trump or Jordan or any

other specific person then McCarthy wouldn’t have reached majority.

Voting “present” lowers the threshold needed to have a majority by

effectively taking their votes out of the count. They all folded to

McCarthy by voting present.

Actually he and 4 others didn’t fold – they never actually voted for

ahole McC…

 
Listen to the roll call again – they said ‘PRESENT”…..

Clueless halfwit, you have no idea of the huge checkmate Trump just

pulled on McCarthy and RINOs-Democrats, putting McCarthy

permanently under Conservative Freedom Caucus thumbs. One

screw-up and McCarthy is gone from the Speaker’s chair. Didn’t you
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see McCarthy walking back and forth, begging Matt Gaetz to vote for

him? Trump made a deal. (Art of the Deal) Checkmate. Now it is our

House, not the enemies’ House. How come Kevin McCarthy speeches

suddenly sounded like Trump speeches? Trump won this battle.

Motion to vacate was key.

 
It is a privilige motion, takes only one movant to trigger. If invoked,

McCarthy would need 218 votes to STAY as Speaker. This effectively

neuters McCarthy and his desire to kiss Democrat asses.

lmao….. so we are gonna take out the child raping satanist pedos

through ” legal means ” still huh. You trust the plan retards are

literalyl worse than the satanists.

Well that’s the narrative anyway. Lets see how it works out. Start

placing your bets folks. Anyone care to setting some odds? You can

place them a Trumps casino? LoL Rigged game? it’s been that way

from the start. LoL

Gates didn’t fold man they put in the document that Kevin McCarthy

signed he does one thing wrong he’s freaking out yeah we know he’s

a deep state or we all got that he’s proved himself since 2014 social

medias filling Us full of crap

Yes. Did y’all see the Ukrainian Pin on McCarthy’s Jacket lapel? It’s

there. Just sharing, but this goes much deeper as many have been

compromised, threatened and want out and will go along to help out,

but Never take your eyes off of anyone who has been compromised.

if you understood what took place, little by little Gaetz and the other

19 Patriots got all they needed to go ahead and vote for him, that’s

why the Democrats are so fumed, sobbing and crying, stopping their

feet over everything about it because it tears down everything that

they built over the last two years, understand this McCarthy would

not be in there if the republicans didn’t get what they wanted, and

they got it too. Educate yourself a little girl B-4 you make a statement

like that, and people will look at you different.
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Are you kidding , they are all turds swimming in the same cesspool.

When the log rolls over we will all be DEAD. None of the turds want

to DIE, so ALL of them will do what they are told by the entity with

the toilet brush. UNI -PARTY no UNI -POTTY ,YES.

I support Julie. And besides that women can be way more vulgar

than men. Go Julie! I think she is one of the few people on this site

that still has a working brain.

Gaetz and the 20 that held out got a ton of concessions from

McCarthy for their votes. Literally, McCarthy has NO POWER. He’s

Speaker in name only. See the list of concessions. Gaetz and team

hold all of the power now. Optics!

They aren’t. No one is coming to save us! We have to stand up

ourselves! It’s that simple. The sup. court decision will be the first

and only proof if there are truly any white hats! Don’t wait by the

phone!

court decision is out… they said no. the only people who actually

think the satanic SC is gonna save anyone are vaccine injured

trumptards.

The humans who chose injury and death are DEMOCRATS /

COMMUNISTS throughout America and the world.

Your hatred of POTUS Trump and Americans places you among

other haters bound for Bikini Island. Enjoy your beach parties.

so on a planet of 8 billion people the only folks that took the death

jab were libbies? a statement that dumb makes you appear vaccine

injured. hundreds of millions of conservatives worldwide took the

death jab.

ABSOLUTELY, DJT told them to take the jab, they took the JAB!

Count on that. Booyah!
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and yes i do hate trump. hes an evil satanic vax pusher. hopefully

youre entire bloodline took his beautiful vaccine since you dont care

about mass genocide

NOW , don’t start getting mean, some folks make mistakes , errors in

judgement , many folks were and are under DURESS , and then there

are the CHILDREN and KIDS, they did not have a choice or

understand and their parents were misinformed , confused and

under DURESS. PANIC was been foised on them at pretty much

every turn, the 90+ PERCENT ENTIRELY zionist, satanist jew ,

owned, operated and controlled msm were hammering away at these

people and TRUMP did NOT DO A FUCKING THING TO STOP the

CRIMINAL , CORRUPT MSM, except to say , ” FAKE NEWS, FAKE

NEWS. That’s it , that is all DJT DID. So DJT bears

RESPONSIBILITY, ABSOLUTELY!

Are you saying that people did NOT take DJT’s advise and take the

JAB? NO MAGA people? betts, anyone betting here?

Seems all the libbies are the vaccine injured. Now, instead of wanting

us to be denied services everywhere, wanting us to be jailed and

wanting us to die, now they say how dare you if we ask if they’ve

taken the death jab clot shot.

so on a planet of 8 billion people the only folks that took the death

jab were libbies? a statement that dumb makes you appear vaccine

injured. hundreds of millions of conservatives worldwide took the

death jab.

Us trumptards as you call us know from the very beginning that the

only way is the Military duh! We just know that the Court Systems

are Corrupt and that is including SCOTUS! They all work for the

Corporation not the American people but the Military works for Us

the American people! They will be the ones who fix this as Trump has

said before! I trust the plan
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You are clueless, the military IS CORRUPT AS HELL !!! Who do you

think keeps the Military Industrial Complex in business? Damn you

people are DUMB.

The US Military is PARTITIONED, NOT ALL CORRUPT, and the

CORRUPTION for the most part is at and near the TOP echelon of

the US Military. The PARTITIONING of the US Military happened

because DJT allowed the CRIMINAL PEDO – JOE BIDEN

ADMINISTRATION TO ACCEDE to power and the office of the US

Presidency , even after DJT invoked the INSURRECTION ACT. This

was a very huge MISTAKE , ERROR and FUCK -UP! ABSOLUTELY!

You like the plan where 2/3 of the planet dies from a death jab

supported by drump?

You like that huh?

That makes you an insane sociopath.

all urls evidently need approval before this comment section will post

it. Remove the spaces to see that the supreme court is already

bought.

ht tps: //halturnerradio show.com /index.php/en/news-page/news-

nation/u-s-supreme-court-denies-brunson-case

Remember the “Dangling Chads” fiasco in the 2000 Bush/Gore

Presidential Election down in Broward County, Florida that held up

the Election Results for a long time?

 
There were 3 Lawyers back then that were the Only 3 to Decide

whether Bush or Gore Won. Ever wonder who those 3 Lawyers were?

 
They are now Supreme Court Justices Gorsuch, Coney-Barrett and

Kavanaugh, whom determined that G W Bush Won by 583 Votes, if

memory serves on the # of Votes.

ALL of them TRUMP APPOINTEES TO SCOTUS. DJT sure knows

how to pick’em. TRUMP is a DECEIVER, WAKE UP!
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I think everyone should go wait on the roof for the white hat

helocopter to come and get them.

Something akin to Saigon in 1975? NO thats NOT going to happen,

WE FIGHT, WE FIGHT IN OUR NATION , OUR COUNTRY , THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA , THE REPUBLIC, UNITED WE

STAND, THAT IS HOW IT GOING TO BE, ALWAYS AND

FOREVER!

You do know the Supreme Court and the whole Court system works

for who? The Corporation and what is the Corporation it is bankrupt

they legally can’t take the case I think! So only way is the Military and

it will happen! Q has said this from the beginning!

of course.. this is all a movie.. according to your lying grifting q

retard buddies.

Not at all what I was saying. According the article Biden sent 500

CIA agents there to incite a revolt just because they think that would

make Trump look bad. If the Biden admin felt like they were actually

under threat from the White Hats then why would they be sending

500 of their agents away to another continent for something so

trivial?

Of course it’s trivial – They have nothing left to get Trump on… Their

psy-ops won’t work here anymore – People are awake and are

learning the truth…

 
All they can do is keep lying, cheating, & Stealing –

 
The US Corp is no longer and the DS knows it – Why do you think

Trump was taunting the DS with selling &/or getting rid of the

Constitution???

 
Just grin-n-bare the shit show…

 
SCOTUS on the other hand is just throwing things back to the

“States” to handle but there is a ‘Catch 22’ here:

 
According to our Constitution, the Federal Gov’t is to make sure each

state has a Constitution Republic installed… BUT each State is
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independent – So if we take the voting stance on the States, what’s

wrong with this picture???? Why do you think they keep saying

DEMOCRACY….

IT is not just to make TRUMP look bad, it is not ALL about TRUMP

and it never has been ALL about TRUMP, DJT and his fucking EGO

may think so but again that is NOT the reality. Pedo-joe Biden

Administration are attempting to prop-up marxist , communist

zionist satanist jew REGIMES, and this shit is attempting to sweep

South America, ie. our neck of the woods so- to-speak. THIS IS ALL

ABOUT THE NWO , TECHNOCRACY and TRANSHUMANISM.

RRN may be pushing that ” all about Trump narrative,” they may

have their reasons but that is NOT the reality. People need to think

about things and not be lead around like sheep by media all the time.

Media is a source for information but they do not lead people , the

media does not lead movements ,FOLKS NEED TO UNDERSTAND

THIS.

It certainly doesn’t. Rumor Mill News reported the supreme court

decided 5-4 to hear the Brunson case … the question is WHEN …

next week? Next month? Next year?

 
Will this be another kick the can down the road giving to so called

white hats that claim to be in control another excuse for not acting?

God has told the prophets that the CONGRESS won’t overturn the

stolen election and the COURTS won’t overturn the stolen election

and restore the rightfully elected President. The prophets have said

this MONTHS ago. But the GOOD word here is that God has told the

Prophets that they (our enemies) will NOT take his EAGLE

(America), and that God Himself is going to see that the stolen

election is reversed along with every single bill the Congress was

passed and every single dollar they funded will be returned to the

treasury when the rightful President is reseated. God’s ways and

methods are different than man’s, but God has said that what He is

doing and WILL DO to restore our freedoms and the Republic will be
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EPIC! Bigger than the closing of the Red Sea! Pharoah didn’t see it

coming when he pursued the Israelites, and neither do these traitors!

Keep the faith and continue praying!

yes, you are correct, And look at all the trolls and or fools that chime

in puling the negative. Fucking pathetic!

YOU’RE 100% CORRECT! God will EXPOSE all the evil deeds done

to HIS people. And as for Chris, since you have no reverence for God

Almighty, please send us an email when you’re standing in front of

Him at the Great White Throne. We’d love to hear from you then.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Sismj

From the way you think, you may or may NOT be there long before

EVERYONE. IF you are waiting for GOD to do something about this,

YOU WILL GET PLANTED, VERY SOON.

This “modern, hmmm, “world”, is not TAUGHT about

COLLECTIVES or HIVES. “They”, whomever the FUCK “they” are,

have been stealing PEOPLE!!! To EAT!! Or to torture for loosh, the

ERETHREAL or EMPYREAN, ENERGY, from LIVING BEINGS!!!

Animal is but ONE stage of EVOLUTION. Fact, NOT FICTION, 3-

10% of ________<——pick a Respectful Animals Cultural

Experience-RACE. See, Wi “thought” Wi could “READ”. Acronyms,

hint hint. “They” are on a script, like “they” always are, “who are

“they””? Where are “they” from??? Where is Planet “EARTH”????

Don’t PLANETS have names?? Wi are PEOPLE TOO!!

 
 

Just asking for Sicarius, Solaris Prime, and All the other

ARKKADIANS. Spartans are like ELEPHANTS. Dino skin, was/is

just like a Rhino’s. Some were are birds/Avians, not reptiles. Darwin

TAUGHT TRUTH, and was jailed/killed, by “them”, in friggin SPACE

SHIPS!!! SSP, very REAL!!

 
PHAROAH= STORM WATCHER- 1/10,000. A LEADER, not a

ruler!! Military Operations!!! MEU SOC!!!! The POPULATION,
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needs a KARMA OVERHAUL, not genocide!! Mammals versus

Insects, versus Reptiles, versus Avian, versus Aquarian, needs to

stop. Knowing the difference between COLLECTIVES, is critical.

“GOD”, “God”, “god”, are all 3, different. Different philosophical

“teachings” too. Respect and POSITIVE DECIPHER/BREAKDOWN,

“tells” You “their” intentions. greedy old dick, even beginning a

sentence, I won’t capitalize, showing no RESPECT. “They” do not

TEACH RE-Incarnation, which is FACT. And, not all require a womb.

Plus, NATURE, has back up!!!! No RACE, goes EXTINCT!!! Only the

asshats from every RACE do!! Obe One Canobi=Only One Can There

Be. Only One TrueStory. His-Story, Her-Story, Our-Story, Their-

Story, I don’t give a fuvk about my-story, I’ve already read the

trilogies and chronicles. Plus watched my dragon sides get the head

cut off, but, for consolidation purposes. The Big Dragon me, is just

fine. Any time You are ready Smaug, I’d like to see You again my old

Friend.

Yep!

all urls evidently need approval before this comment section will post

it. Remove the spaces to see that the supreme court is already

bought.

ht tps: //halturnerradio show.com /index.php/en/news-page/news-

nation/u-s-supreme-court-denies-brunson-case

Looks like they are … I went to the court’s website and according to it

if you look up the case it was denied today.

More proof the court is corrupt and what will the so called white hats

do about it?

Under military law the REAL military overrules courts under admiral

law I believe. Any real lawyers here that can help me out with this?

The military had to act in order to overrule the court and so far they

have not. The big question is will they? And when will they?
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I have sources that confirm there are so called white hats … the

question is why won’t they act publicly?

Well the SCOTUS ruling came down today, apparently, so depending

on the Prophets ,we’ll have to give the White Hat Partition of the US

Military time to act. They might be making moves as we speak. If

Berger was making the call , we would have to wait for OPENING

DAY of BASEBALL SEASON.

any non q tard knew that was happening. imagine in 2023 being so

dumb as to think the satanists were gonna save us from the satanists.

good hearted but extremely stupid/ low iq folks here mostly.

Thinking the same thing ‘Patriots are not in control’ and that

Brunson petition I’m all most certain will be use to end the election

fraud thing for sure. so these fucks can keep control. As the fraud

against America continues. That’s the true Plan “Novus OrDo

Seclorum” New Order of the ages.

 
On the dollar bill.

I went to the supreme court website and looked up the Brunson case

to see if it was on the docket. According to the website case 22-380

dated 9 Jan. 2023 “Petition Denied”.

So what does this tell you?

Chance we don’t need that case, if we have Continuity of Government

going on, as it seems so from documentation. I’m actually seeing

TOTALLY unexpected positive changes in CA. Praying it’s the light at

the end of this tunnel…

If this is true that the Supreme Court actually denied this case, the

Military can now legally do what they need to do… Keep the Faith we

may be at the point “Dark to Light”… WWG1WGA….

so when they dont do anything in 1 month 3 months 6 months what

will the q tard grifters excuse be then? move the goal posts again for

the 948394 time?
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Yeah totally Donna I’m sure the military will do that any day now,

just like for the past 5+ years

This report, in a nutshell, is how the deep state/cabal operates. The

only difference now, is that it has been exposed as it happens, and

not 10 or 50 or 100 years after the fact while fighting being billed as a

‘conspiracy theory’ by none other than those behind it. This is how

much of true history has unfolded. Moles in every governments

spreading lies, those in government instigating false flags, fear,

revolution and so on. All for the purpose of stealing from the nations

of the world while also pushing on them more lies and corruption at

every turn. Too bad one can’t just snap their finger and get all this

filth to just disappear.

When are Fake Joe Biden and Obama going to be picked up and sent

to GITMO,

 
to Stan Trial… Once the Snakes are dead, America wins and peace &

order come

 
back to America!

Oh well that should stop them. I am sure they are trembling that you

are “over” them. We have to have more strength and resolve than

that. We have to go one more round than they do. Period.

yeah im sure you typing on an internet forum ” trusting the plan ”

has them trembling as well dumb cnt

No. We have to humble ourselves before the Lord, REPENT and turn

from our sinful ways and seek God and restore Him in our country.

THEN God will hear our prayers and heal our land. II Chronicles

promise!

stop doing this stuff. not good for your heath. telling people to repent

is not nice.
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Why? Then he is criticized for acting like a dictator! This is MUCH

better….Plus he could not have gotten anywhere near 218 votes. Still

way too many corrupt RINOS.

God has told the prophets that He has given all of these traitors and

RHINOS that were responsible for these lies and the stolen election

and freedoms they have taken from us a brief window of opportunity

to repent. From the descriptions of the moments leading up to their

executions, only one has shown any remorse. I will not judge them, it

is up to God whether they have repented sufficiently. However, I will

repeat this: God has told the prophets that once He has completed

His work here and rightful winners on ALL levels are restored to the

elections that were stolen, we will be lucky to have FORTY of the

original Congress still in office! Keep the faith and continue praying

that God will avenge our enemies SOON!

YES , she is, she apparently wants GOD to avenge our enemies,

meaning to seek revenge on behalf of our enemies. This bitch is evil,

she wants God to help our enemies. And she has plenty of people that

agree with her, which is even more startling.

Linda, let’s enjoin our fellow patriots to give up being self reliant and

be God reliant. Put us another way, let us leave everything in God’s

hands the and only then we will see God’s hands in everything.

Blessings,

Why would you ask God to avenge our enemies soon. That would

mean that God would seek revenge for our enemies or on behalf of

our enemies. Did you just make an error here? OR are you doing

something else, like misrepresenting an idea as to obufscate your

true beliefs , meaning that you are a satanist or at least pimping for

EVIL, ie, our enemies? EXPLAIN Linda?

How could he when he only got ONE vote? Doesn’t the illegitimate

congress have to vote for the illegitimate speaker?
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?????? The Freedom Caucus held back their votes until an agreement

to vote for McCarthy could be reached. It was something they should

ALL have insisted upon if they are Americans that care about the

future of their country! The Freedom Caucus held McCarthy’s feet to

the fire!

Has My Michigan remonstrance they received on 04-06-2021

 
and never responded to by 09-04-2021 Became Law?

 
And under the US. And the States Constitution’s all laws are

reciprocal in the states and territories correct?

 
Today with the new congress voting For United States Congress

Speaker of the House.

 
If President Trump would get one of his endorsed congressional

candidates to put my name up for nomination and the rest of them

vote vote for me. Would all of this be over Quickly.

look at my remonstrance fully. This part especially

 
Question Every member of congress that voted to accept the electoral

collage votes for Joe Biden. Was a willing Member of this November

3 2020 President election Insurrection And shall be removed from

office By the Military? Every member of congress that voted for the

articles of impeachment of

 
President Trump. and Every Member of the Senate that Voted for

Impeachment of President Trump.

 
Did so as an Act of rebellion against the same And shall be removed

from office By the Military?

 
Question For any body in The United State congress Or in Each

State’s Senate and House of Representatives.” that participated in

these crimes. Should they be allowed to vote?

 
To Those in My State. Or These States that accepted the electoral

collage votes for Joe Biden Or that Voted for Impeachment of

President Trump.

 
You can not participate in voting for such relief in this remonstrance

Or This Speaker of this house vote For Robert Gregory Boensch.

 
ONE VOTE can get this show going in the right direction fast!
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And a vote for me can pass Because only the members in congress

with clean hands can vote.

 
So President Trump Gave the Power To Us.

 
And I posted many a view of what I Know and you people that have

posted here have shared your great knowledge with me.

 
If this Happens And I Will Name President Donald J Trump as Vice

President.

 
Is This Just like pushing the plunger in my young Days.

 
I can then resign and Go home in Peace and Get back to A life I

always Dreamed Of and try to Farm peacefully at home!

 
President for an hour or Day What Ever the People Wish for in This

Country.

If its OK With Our Commander In Chief President Donald J Trump.

 
The current Commander In Chief Is President Donald J Trump.

 
And will be until the war is over. And as the President so I shall serve

under HIM.

 
For we are at war and this is just a war Maneuver I am Presenting to

President Trump.

 
For I am at his Service and the service to the common people of the

USA.

They all Know Who I Am!

 
And then this nation can see how much Power President DJT has

Given to Us.

 
Will this Country Change for the Better over Night?

 
And will the Fear of big Government be Over. And all will truly learn

where the power lays.

 
In the People.

Thanks

 
+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch.

I know this is all Bs for congress is no more than a show today but

what a show this would be!

 
And this would really raise the curtain for what is really going on in
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this country.

And an eye opener for these that have a hard time to believe in the

truth of the country they thought they new.

McCarthy elected House Speaker after last-minute call from Trump

to Gaetz on the 15th vote.

Not so Fast.

 
In the pictures I saw gaetz was under duress (threatened before he

voted)

Which makes McCarthy election Moot!

Robert Gregory Boensch Commander of the State of Michigan ?,

Only a Common Person can duly take control of the State of

Michigan When such State is Under attack From The State of

Michigan Inc. that Has waged war against it’s own People, And Has

the State of Michigan Government Control Fallen, Michigan state

government implanted a internal war Waged against its own

Population!

People My State of Michigan inc. has waged a war against YOU.

Everybody in this United States for America.

From

The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.

+++

Robert Gregory Boensch

Robert Gregory Boensch.

 
Jason Wentworth Michigan Speaker of the House; A Remonstrance

Being filed and to be acted on for the Common People of This Nation

Are you there Yet!
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https–//www.youtube==-com/watch?v=MRuS3dxKK9U

NETWORK, Sidney Lumet, 1976 – I’m Mad As Hell and I’m Not

Gonna Take This Anymore!

Howard Beale (Peter Finch), an acclaimed anchor at the UBS

Evening News, is put out to pasture because he too old. News

division president Max Schumacher (William Holden), Howard’s

best friend, is forced to deliver the decision.

Beale can’t stomach the idea of losing his 25-year post as anchorman

simply because of age, so in his next broadcast he announces to the

viewers that he’s going to commit suicide on his final program. The

network wants Beale immediately fired. but Schumacher gives him a

chance to apologize on the air.

What he doesn’t count on is Beale using this camera time to go off on

another tirade that to everyone’s surprise resonates with the

audience.

Seeing an opportunity to harness Beale’s “mad as hell” energy, the

head of programming, Diana Christensen (Faye Dunaway), suggests

Beale be given his own show.

Can you relate to this 4 minute clip.

interesting I was 18 years old when this was shown

Woody says China Syndrome is BULLSHIT, FUCK HANOI Jane.

Woody Woodpecker for Speaker

Trump should have gone to war with the democrats. Too late now.

The window is closed. We’re in the end game now.

 
You’re precious Trump failed his mission.

 
Do you understand that? He’s a fat orange clown. I love the man, but

that’s what he is. Fooling ourselves that he is anything but, will only

worsen our position.

Last edited 13 hours ago by geo
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He can’t take what he didn’t get voted in. One person brought up his

name, that’s all that happened. There was never a true vote for him,

just news talk that’s it.

Gimmickry , I really think this was a shot at parody, or perhaps a

mockery or some shit , but it could not have been serious. Had me

laughing anyway.

Gaetz cracks me up. He is very sharp, somewhat of a wise ass, and

that is COOL, Especially serving in that august body ,” US Congress “.

LoL

Lol taken it how? Out of 220 Republicans in the House he only got 1

vote

The repukes don’t have that great a rep either. Both sides are

controlled by the

 
deep state …. both sides are thugs.

Not the total of both sides, but enough to tip the balance in their

favor. Not permanently, though. Wait to see what Almighty God does

about this!

AG will do NOTHING, just as he has before, NOTHING. He needs

Linda to STOP talking shit and move her ass for a change. And get

those prophets moving their respective asses too! GET PROACTIVE

and STOP putting it on AG.

Under the Constitution when all three branches of govt. have shown

not to uphold their Constitutional duties then Martial Law will

happen. We know who is President and CIC.

As repeatedly warned, if the abortions don’t stop AND pronto,

mankind won’t like God’s reckoning of the situation, a/k/a His

Justice … He’s been patient a full 50 years, now. For sure, humanity

won’t have to “wait to see …” much longer what’s in store …
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Didn’t the scotus overturn Roe v. Wade? That means federal

protection for abortion on demand is over and done with; it now goes

back to the states where they can decide its legality or illegality as

some states have done so far.

That can’t possibly be news to anyone, Xena; only the jurisdiction in

the matter has changed. While God remains the same, yesterday,

today and tomorrow …

There are MORE bad apples than you think, and some of them are on

OUR side of the aisle. Greed and power hungry is what they look like.

They would sell out our country for a nickel! Not worthy of being in

Congress!!!

Can’t think of a 3-letter agency that does more good than harm for

the taxpayers that fund them. They should ALL be defunded.

The military tribunals have already punished those at the top behind

the Kennedy assassination. They have also executed the two

responsible for 9/11, and here is a clue: It wasn’t Osama Bin Laden or

the Saudis.

Ben Laden died in Dubai 2001 from Marfan syndrome at the

American hospital. The Pakistan raid was a hoax by fraud Hussein

&Co because his ratings were plummeting and as the birther issue

was blowing up in his face. He was a cia/ British and Mossad agent

and was on the roster.The scene from the war room Hussein and

Killary looking stressed was acting then Husein storming out “We got

him”.

 
The seal team that participated in this hoax was eliminated on

purpose- no witnesses to the hoax.

 
where is Seal Matt Bissonnette who claimed that he killed him at the

compound including the team leader Geronimo who declared the

raid was successful? They were on every TV station vomiting their
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lies. O B L was buried in Saudi Arabia. No idea whose corpse was

that they threw in the sea Burial. !!?

 
Bush and Co knew that he was already dead. C. Rice was on it too

ZERO based budgeting. Let EVERY agency start with NOTHING,

describe what it is that they do to justify their existence, THEN

decide what they should operate with. Go over those budgets with a

fine-tooth comb! Defund anything that is a duplication or NOT doing

what they are requesting funding for.

Defunded? They are self funded. Heroine doesn’t grow in the ghettos.

Poppies do not grow in the USA. Cocaine doesn’t grow in the hood.

The war on drugs is the funding!

It’s becoming clear that they have way too much power and money

behind their efforts. It’s going to take an act of God to turn this

around.

And one is on the way, according to the prophets. He has given them

a brief window of opportunity for repentance before their Judgment

Day when He removes them from their positions and this planet. I

hope that I am wrong about this, because I don’t think many took the

offer. Whatever God is going to do will be more EPIC than the closing

of the Red Sea! Keep the faith and continue praying.

LET THE LADY TALK! SHE HAS FREE SPEECH RIGHTS, TOO!

YOU DON’T HAVE TO LIKE IT, BUT YOUNED TO RESPECT IT.

Ahhhh, I was wondering if this was a false flag event. I first thought

that it might have been the FBI equivalent which is Brazil ‘s BIA(

Brazilian Intelligence Agency)……But interesting and ironically NOT

surprisingly it was the CLOWNS IN AMERICA who was behind it

Good work Michael!!

On a side note Michael,I have often wondered, how you came by your

source U.S. Army Cyber Command,?? Have you ever been in the

military yourself?
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(Genuine question)

JFK smelled the rat a LONG TIME ago, and that is why they tried to

assassinate him! He wanted to dissolve the CIA, and he wanted our

currency backed by gold.

You’re not kidding, McKinley was another Rothschild target because

he wanted our money backed up by gold, too.

They assassinated his clone. The real one passed at the age of 105

which I believe was about 1.5 years ago,

JFK never had a clone, he was the real President and a real human

being, friend, Naval officer, son, brother, husband and father.

Everyone in Dealey Plaza watched in horror as the assassins tore his

head open with professional automatic rifles with sight scopes while

they made Oswald the patsy with a faulty bolt-action Mannlicher-

Carcano.

 
Jackie was terrified and she tried to either escape or get the piece of

the occipital skull bone that was blasted off his head front the front –

and she did say the bullets came from in front because broken pieces

of a road sign came at her and Jack when the shooting started —

while USSS Clint Hill pushed her back in the car to shield her and the

President. There is no faking for that.

 
Dallas PD Motorcyclist Bobby Hargis was sprayed with JFK’s blood

and brains, the limousine interior was covered in blood and brains

from both JFK and Connally, Jackie was covered in Jack’s blood and

brains, Hill was stained with Jack’s blood and brains, the Newman

Family, the Willis family and the Brehmer family along with 259

other witnesses watched the President’s head and body get torn apart

by high-velocity missiles from the front and the back from a

triangulated crossfire, and some of them witnessed (Hoffman,

Oliver) photographed (Moorman) and filmed (Zapruder and Nix) the

shooters (Wallace and other shooters in the buildings behind, Ferrie

on the knoll, Roscoe White as well) killing him.

 
The Zapruder film showed Kennedy hit by the fatal bullet and he
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went back and to the left as his head exploded in a cloud of red. Not

“slumped” like the death certificate says, or what a very young

journalist named Dan Rather in Dallas said when he reported the

breaking story that day. The Zapruder film proves it, the blood

sprayed everywhere when his skull was shattered.

 
One frontal photograph shows the President choking on a bullet in

his throat while his wife was trying to help him because she noticed

something was wrong, and blood was on the front of his shirt, and

that was before Connally got hit with separate bullets in his chest, his

wrist and his leg; and the doctors refused to remove the leg bullet at

Parkland on the first go. That proves without a doubt there was more

than one shooter on the scene.

 
Jackie saw her husband die in her lap, so there is no doubt he was

dead, because clones do not die. They are made up of mechanical

parts.

 
And the Dallas doctors, despite fighting for his life, had no choice but

to declare him dead in Trauma Room 1. During the emergency

treatment, blood I.V. units was brought in to help save the President

— clones do not need blood to live — humans do.

 
Aubrey Rike for the O’Neal funeral home had to wrap the President’s

body up in sheets because it was still dripping blood and they had to

get a plastic lining for the expensive interior of the casket would not

be stained. No clone bleeds that much.

 
JFK’s body was switched from the expensive 1000 lb. casket to a

cheap metal 60 lb. shipping casket inside of a body bag after expert

mortician John Melvin Liggett surgically altered the head wounds so

the body would lie to the doctors at Bethesda. Inside, Ligget saw

there was a mess of blood and brain tissue and his scalp was torn off.

YES, THERE WAS A BRAIN, WHICH WAS REMOVED AT

BETHESDA BEFORE THE OFFICIAL AUTOPSY BEGAN. The X-

rays would prove it. Navy medical tech Paul O’Connor saw with

shock that the brain was not in the cranial cavity. Clones do not have

blood or bone or brain tissue.

 
The human body contains 6-8 pints of blood which the human heart
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pumps unceasingly since pregnancy.

Clones also do not procreate, and JFK had two living kids with

Jackie, Caroline and JFK Jnr. They had his blood and her blood in

their veins. Their grandchildren have their blood in their veins as

well. So tell Caroline, Ed, Tatiana, Rose and Jack that their father

and grandfather was a fake clone and not a real President and not a

real man and not a real Naval officer who was injured in WW2 by a

Japanese destroyer, and needed repeated back surgeries after the

fact.

 
All the women JFK had sex with never said that they copulated with

a clone. Neither Judy Campbell, Marilyn Monroe, Pamela Turner,

Suzy Chang, the black woman in Cuba, Inga Arvad, Mariella

Novotny, Gunilla, Ella Rometsch, nor Angie Dickinson ever said he

was anything less than completely human during their carnal

conquests, and they knew about his back injuries because he was

limited in movement. Clones do not have limitations in their

movements, nor do they emit sperm upon orgasm. Real men do.

 
Even the autopsy photos, as faked as they were, show the surgery

scars from the rods the doctors used in 1954 to stabilize his back, and

he wore a brace to keep him steady. Jack’s friends Lem Billings and

O’Donnell and USSS Abraham Bolden (first black USSS agent, whom

JFK hired personally for his detail) knew about his back problems.

No clone needs spinal rods or braces.

 
According to the mortician’s report at the funeral parlor after the

autopsy was done, the poor man died instantly — Prof. James Fetzer

stated that at his lecture on the Kennedy assassination.

 
Jackie refused to change her clothes that were covered in JFK’s blood

because she wanted them to “see what they’ve done.” And she knew it

was not some solitary Communist nutjob.

That was just too much blood for a clone to fake.

Wow. Good catch White Hats. I don’t know about you, but the bad

guys sound desperate to me.
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There does seem to be something to this. Just by doing a simple

search on corrupt google the first page and following are all filled

with how Bolsonaro supporters are storming the presidential palace.

The script much like the fake jan 6 ‘insurrection’ in america. The are

also trying to link Trump as an instigator. This tells me ‘doth protest

to much methinks’…

I wonder if the Black Hats have control of the MSM over there like

they do here.

“Too much,” indeed. When will the falsely accused be released,

wholesale. Apparently, not before Ashli’s assailant faces justice …

There does seem to be something to this. Just by doing a simple

search on corrupt google the first page and following are all filled

with how Bolsonaro supporters are storming the presidential palace.

The script much like the fake jan 6 ‘insurrection’ in america. The are

also trying to link Trump as an instigator. This tells me ‘doth protest

to much methinks’…

There is much more afoot here:

 
1) regardless of the CIA efforts, I believe the election was rigged for

Lula because he did remarkably well despite everybody knowing he a

crook and connected to drug cartels and globalists.

 
2) If you were to see older pictures of Lula, you would note that he

has the pinky finger missing from his left hand. This new Lula has a

full set of digits. The Brazilian people know he’s a double and smell a

rat.

Regardless of whether the election was fixed or not, because the

Brazilian people know this Lula is a fake, they know they are being

duped and want Lula out.

No, no, I’ve seen fairly recent pictures where he has a full set. I am

sure of it. I’ll try and find a link.
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One day at a time. You don’t have any clue what the military is doing

behind the scenes.

either do you. you are just as clueless. so why do you find the need to

say he doesnt know, when you dont know either?

Because the DEMS had stolen the majority of seats in the Congress

(so they couldn’t be defunded), and you just can’t go around shooting

people without a trial. This is STILL America after all, even if the

military IS in charge. They can arrest them if there are indictments,

though, and try them before Military Tribunals where they will

receive fair and quick judgment and their sentences carried out!

Since the tribunals are the ONLY part of the government that isn’t

corrupted, I think we should let this play out a little longer.

At the very top of the heap, there was Brennan … It’s been a while; so

maybe you’ve forgotten.

First- Biden lacks authority over anyone

 
Second- The Brazilian government cheated their citizens just like

Americas government

 
Third- The CIA has no business or authority to do anything about

another’s country affairs.

 
The CIA has shown themselves to be the enemy of the World.

Part of the show. Government takedowns are happening all over the

world including the US. This is all part of Gesara.

so the 50 year q plan to wake up humanity was to compulsively lie to

them for 6 years then during the middle of the plan kill 2/3 with a

death jab? thats your story and youre sticking with it? thats drumps

and jfk jrs plan?

No the plan was to rid us of evil and while doing that wake people up

to what the cabal has controlled for centuries. Obviously you haven’t

learned anything yet. You will not enjoy your new life.

Sue,
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You do understand that The CIA is not and has not been one solid

unit for a long, long time. Even in 41’s time as the “head of the CIA”

he only controlled about 40% of the broken up CIA. No one knows

how it’s split up today, or what kind of alliances the different groups

have? Portions of the CIA almost certainly work with all sorts of

other intelligence agencies world wide. MI6 and the Mossad almost

certainly work with some of them

Ahhhh I thought it was a false flag event!

I wondered if it was Brazil’s BIA (Brazilian Intelligence Agency) that

orchestrasted it.

 
No surprise there then that it was the CLOWNS IN AMERICA who

were behind it!

Good work Michael!

On a side note, I have often wondered how did you come by your

sources in the U.S. Army Cyber Command and at J.A.G.??

Have you been in the military before to get your sources?

 
(Genuine questions)

This is not the first time the CIA has done things in another country

to “stir shit up.” 

 
They were doing black ops and election rigging and coup d’etats in

Romania (possible OSS), Greece (possible OSS), Yugoslavia (possible

OSS) to get the Nazis and fight the Soviet Communists, Italy ’48,

France ’49, Philippines, Arbenz in Guatemala ’54, Mossadegh in Iran

’53-54, Vietnam ’54, Indonesia ’58, ‘Tibet ’59, Cuba ’61 and ’62,

Dallas ’63.

Ahhhh I thought it was a false flag event!

 
I wondered if it was Brazil’s BIA (Brazilian Intelligence Agency) that

orchestrasted it.

No surprise there then that it was the CLOWNS IN AMERICA who

were behind it!
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Good work Michael!

On a side note, I have often wondered how did you come by your

sources in the U.S. Army Cyber Command and at J.A.G.??

Have you been in the military before to get your sources?

(Genuine questions)

Now imagine what were they doing across Yugoslavia 1989 – until

they assassinated Zoran Djindjic in 2003 and finally sold Serbia to

Kremlin.

 
How stupid one must be to give Serbia for Kosovo?

So, important question here. The site disclaimer says this is all

parody, sarcasm, etc. but MB insists this is truthful reporting of

actual events. So which is it? If the disclaimer is intended to shield

the author from liability, but the disclaimer itself is a lie, then there is

no protection. If it’s all true, why have any disclaimer at all?

And don’t give me that Q bullcrap, “Misinformation is necessary.”

That’s the excuse those kiddie pornographers Jim and Ray Watkins

use to cover themselves when their Q predictions inevitably fail to

come true. (Ever wonder why those guys live in the Philippines?)

I take this as truth because when you put up the name of a REAR

ADMIRAL (Darse Crandall) as the JAG prosecutor in the tribunals

that have been reported, NO ONE steps forward to say that Crandall

is NOT hold the rank of a Rear Admiral and Crandall himself does

not pull it down as lies. Also, under the Executive Order signed by

Trump shortly following the stolen election, the military IS IN

CHARGE here.

so the military allowed 2/3 of the planet to be vaccinated knowing it

might kill them? and these are the people who think are saving the

planet? you really shouldnt have taken drumps death jab. its

destroyed your brain.
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All I can say is once they get dead

You hardly hear of em

 
I have often wondered if RRW isn’t just a way of taking them out of

the lime light allowing them to disappear and allowing the new and

upcoming ds actors to take stage.

 
I hope MB is real and truthful, I got no way of knowing

For the question to be important first, the person asking the question

would need to be honest relevant and important. You are none of

those 3 things so stick your question up where your head currently

resides.

lmao at the vaccine injured q tard upset bc someone actually calls out

the grift publicly. keep trusting the plan q tard right up until they

drag you to the fema camp.

I, too, have wondered about that very question. The disclaimer

sounds unnecessary if all info is true. And I believe that if it wasn’t

true, there would have been suits brought by the legitimate names

mentioned in these articles. That disclaimer has been used to

discredit the truth of the articles. So please, Michael Baxter, why is it

necessary, I would really like to know?

Last edited 12 hours ago by Jackie

It is necessary to protect himself or he won’t be able to give us these

accounts…No one forces anyone to stay here and read.

I hope Bolsonaro gets back into power. Our CIA is out of control and

I see where the US needs to give it a quick death, and start over.

The CIA and the FBI will be broken into a thousand pieces and

Scattered into the wind just like JFK wanted and his son will make

sure that that dream of his becomes reality. We’re almost there folks

the fact they’re deleting the truth shows how terrified they are. Their

end is near.  
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correct all part of the great wakening..its been over before it started…

today is a big time in history with the ” Bronson case” to be

announced

If these EVILDOERS don’t feel the breath of God breathing down the

back of their necks, they are NOT paying attention! I would NOT

want to be in their shoes!

Tell the troops supporting Bolsonaro it is open season on CIA

terrorists, a 10,000 bounty on each CIA terrorist head and both

hands they deliver.

As long as the Military keeps trying and executing the traitors, they

are in control, the MSM just won’t admit it yet.

Rather simplistic definition of “control” You use.

 
Dominate, command or hold in check would be how I define

“control”. Your definition is simply “trying and executing the

traitors” is “control”.

 
The White Hats are still working hard to wrest “control” from the

deep state.

 
The process continues but is not completed.

 
Our definitions differ but “our aim is the same”!!

 
Keep up the work, White hats.

never mind the fact that the satanists just potentially murdered 2/3

of the planet. yeah that totally sounds like patriots are in full control.

youre literally too stupid to breathe.

Would you have preferred a total lockdown for years with no source

of income or food to eat? Those numbers of a possible 2/3 death rate

might be dwarfed with 7/8 of the population.

Last edited 5 hours ago by Laura Hoey

The CIA and the FBI will be broken into a thousand pieces and

Scattered into the wind just like JFK wanted and his son will make

sure that that dream of his becomes reality. We’re almost there folks.
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2 weeks right q retard? its only been 2k days since the vax pimp

started campaigning.

zero.. . been anti vax for 25 years. im also pro 9/11 truth and anti

deep state. 3 large reasons why i dont support the vax pimp. you keep

trusting that plan though. a good one it is. the satanists just

potentially murdered 2/3 of the population right in the middle of ”

the plan”. maybe the plan you are trusting was to murder 2/3 of the

population? sure looks that way.

Brazil’s own CIA type should arrest this thug and bring him back to

Brazil charge him with treason to face its own Military Tribunal

“No substantive proof he’s even entered the United Sates”? What

about all the vids circulating which show him speaking to followers

in Orlando? Good grief, what kind of “white hats” do we have?

ANybody surprised that the CIA is busy ONCE again supporting

regime change, and installing its own crooked players that will do its

bidding without question. January 6th – Brazil edition. How many

terrifying selfies did the insurrectionists take? LOL.

As GHWB intended … And obliquely referenced in his very own

funeral notice to confrères and relatives, alike …

I asked a former Brazilian in my neighborhood about protests in

Brazil. He feigned ignorance of any nefarious situation there. He

must be educated since he is a Librarian for the city I live in…so he

knows you don’t talk about this or else you will pay the piper. Just

what I have to think after traveling extensively through Latin

America and seeing how things work. I hope a peaceful solution is

coming soon.

why would the cia hate the vax daddy? he at best allowed billions to

be murdered by a death jab he promoted. hes actually worse than the

satanists.
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Will this BS ever end? Makes you wonder what’s on the horizon here

that they want our attention on another country’s CIA instigated

problems. More U.S. taxpayer dollars down the drain. When are they

going after Biden? They have more than enough evidence to convict

him & his administration a hundred times over. I realize he’s not the

top of the pyramid. BUT, there again, I’ve read he died naturally, his

double has been arrested & released to work with the White Hats,

etc. So, yes I am confused and know NOTHING! Their plan has

succeeded.

We supposedly have been eliminating CIA agents for several years.

Especially the leaders. Where do they all come from? This is all part

of Gesara … the take down of corrupt Governments. Remember

Bolsonsaro is a head White Hat with Trump.

Well done Mr. B! Today’s Daily Mail posted 2 articles verifying your

story. What a pleasant surprise! Bolsonaro is shown casually walking

through an Orlando vacation resort neighborhood surrounded by

curious supporters and onlookers. Allegedly he’s staying at the home

of Jose Aldo, a retired Brazilian professional MMA fighter and UFC

champion. Clearly, he’s not in hiding! Especially when there’s several

PR photo ops of him at a Publix grocery store, eating some KFC,

signing autographs on the back of one of his supporters and in a faux

MMA grip of his friend and Orlando host. Then there was the post

about AOC pushing lawmakers to extradite Bolosonaro, who “is

hiding in Florida” and send him back to Brazil. Well, based on my

own observations of the multiple PR snaps of the former Brazilian

President, he doesn’t appear to be hiding to me. In fact, he looks like

he’s having a grand time as he openly gets acquainted with neighbors

and supporters in the Orlando area. As for the Criminal Incitement

Agency and claims they sent 500 of their own dedicated agents to

Brazil to instigate a J6 type event, that part of the story has not been

verified. And probably never will. However, the information you

shared would not surprise me! All one has to do is watch “ToreSays

Preview” of her upcoming documentary on J6 and it’s obvious who
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the “real raw news” makers were back then! And it’s NOT who we’ve

been told or lead to believe it was. Naughty 3 letter agencies and

collaborators! Keep up the great work MR. MB!! God bless you and

yours. God bless our military and the White Hats. And God bless and

protect our great Republic!!

trust the plan, if you think we lost, you are lost mentally and have no

clue of the real stuff happening!

Doesn’t matter. Every government on Earth is CORRUPT! Every

single last one of them. Instigations or not, this fight between the free

people of planet Earth and the sick f*cks who wish to enslave us CAN

NOT BE AVOIDED.

Its quite the clown show of never-accountability huh. Is the white

hats trying to help foment civil war in the USA? because unless they

do more than the occasional hidden takedown of someone, ain’t

nothing else changing and the supreme court just threw out the case

for the 2020 election.

Nothing but CRIMINALS in charge, playing both ends against the

middle.

So far counted 12 Trolls or Negative Nellie’s that don’t understand

Military opps.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Evangelina Martinez

imagine calling others opps cause they don’t understand it, lol.

not everybody has this knowledge mrs. know it all.

imagine being so vaccine injured that in 2023 you still think the

obese cheeto vax pimp and his costume wearing death hoaxing

buddy are running a military op. 10000/1 you took drumps death

jab.
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Are the white hats gonna do anything about the WHO trying to

enforce international LAW putting them in charge as the “ministry of

medical truth”?

“***BULLETIN *** FLASH – URGENT: W.H.O. Meeting in

Secret to convert themselves to Enforceable Law under

EXISTING Treaty; FORCED VACCINES, OUTLAW GUNS

“Public Health Issue””

 
ht tps://halturnerradioshow .com/index.php/en/news-

page/world/bulletin-flash-urgent-w-h-o-meeting-in-secret-to-

convert-themselves-to-enforceable-law-under-existing-treaty

Lord help us rid the earth of these demonic creatures that are

embedded in our government causing so much pain and suffering

world wide in jesus name i pray

This site and its claims are a joke. It deletes my comments and

prevents any URL’s from being shared. White Hats, my left nut! It

seems more likely this site exists to let them hack anyone who

frequents it to read these claims.

Are the white hats gonna do anything about the WHO trying to

enforce international LAW putting them in charge as the “ministry of

medical truth”?

“***BULLETIN *** FLASH – URGENT: W.H.O. Meeting in

Secret to convert themselves to Enforceable Law under

EXISTING Treaty; FORCED VACCINES, OUTLAW GUNS

“Public Health Issue””

 
ht tps://halturnerradioshow .com/index.php/en/news-

page/world/bulletin-flash-urgent-w-h-o-meeting-in-secret-to-

convert-themselves-to-enforceable-law-under-existing-treaty

I see 4 of your posts, so what the hell are they deleting?

 
Your link to Hal Turner worked just fine.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Michael R Davis
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